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Thank you for your interest in The Healing Codes. In this lesson, we will 
delve into the following questions:

 What should I expect from doing The Healing Codes?

 How long will healing take?

 What’s the best way to speed healing?

 What if I don’t seem to be healing?

 What are the signs healing is happening? 
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Introduction

In the last lesson, we looked three good ways to start your Healing Code 
journey: taking one of the Issues Finders, starting with unforgiveness 
issues, or working through the 12 Healing Code Categories.

As you progress on your healing journey, what should you expect? Will it 
be a wonderful progression of more and more healing? Will it be fast or 
slow? Will there be bumps and setbacks along the way?

The answer is: No one knows! Your healing journey will be unique to you. 
Everyone’s path is different.

However, I can tell you what’s typical from the hundreds of clients I’ve 
worked with, as well as my own experience of doing Healing Codes every 
day, at least twice a day, since 2007.

What to Expect: Memories to Heal

Please always keep in mind what The Healing Codes do: they change the 
frequency of negative cellular memories (negative images, beliefs, stored in
the “information energy pattern” in the cells) to neutral or positive. In doing 
so, they negate the stress signals to the body, thereby lessening the toxic 
load on the body so the body (as well as mind and spirit) can heal, as we 
were created to do naturally.

This is ALL The Healing Codes do. 

So, what can you expect? You can expect the “charge” of your memories to
go down.

You won’t change the fact that an event happened. But often your 
perspective will change, and that can change how you feel and what you 
believe. That negative “charge” will not be there, when something is 
healed.

It’s not what happened, it’s the negative interpretation of what happened 
that causes the stress and pain. 
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How do people experience this?

Sometimes the memory seems to fade. Or the negative emotion just isn’t 
there when it’s healed.

Sometimes you even forget what the issue was! This happened in my 
relationship with my mother. She and I were never close for years and 
years, and as I did my own healing work I realized it wasn’t anyone’s fault. 
We were separated for the first 6 weeks of my life while I fought for my life 
in the hospital, so we never got to bond.

As that healed in me, and as my mom did The Healing Codes, I was able to
share with her some of the ways she hurt me and failed me as I was 
growing up.

And you know what? Right now, I can’t even REMEMBER what the issues 
were with her! I truly can’t. I have one memory that may encapsulate it, but 
the “sting” is gone, and I have a bigger perspective that carries no pain at 
all with it. (It actually had more to do with my being Highly Sensitive, than 
with my mom—who it turns out is also Highly Sensitive!)

After years of both of us doing Healing Codes, my mom and I grew very 
close. Another example of how The Healing Codes can vastly improve 
relationships!

How Long Will Healing Take? (Think Bamboo)

When I discovered how bamboo grows, I thought it an apt image both for 
how heart issues develop AND how they heal.

Knowing how heart issues are like bamboo may help you both understand 
the healing process and be more patient with it.

Bamboo's growth starts underground, where the rhizome system that 
supports the canes are developed. For three whole years, the plant 
establishes itself underground and there is no apparent growth. Absolutely 
nothing appears to be happening. For three years!
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In the fourth year, shoots appear. The bamboo canes grow in height and 
diameter for only 60 days every spring. After the 60 days, that particular 
cane will never grow again.

However, because of the rhizome system, the next spring the shoots that 
come up will grow much taller and faster in those 60 days. After a bamboo 
grove has been establishing its rhizome system for 5 years, the canes that 
grow in that fifth year can reach as much as 90 feet (for certain species, in 
certain conditions)--all in 60 days!

This picture also applies to how heart issues form, and then manifest 
eventually in our lives in some health, relationship, and/or success issue.

Like the rhizome system that forms underground, memories and beliefs 
accumulate in the subconscious mind. If enough unhealthy beliefs based 
on negative memories and images gather (whether in the unconscious or 
subconscious mind, or energy patterns in the DNA or cells, nobody knows 
exactly yet), they will eventually manifest in some kind of problem. It may 
take years, even decades for the "shoot" of the negativity to manifest, but 
eventually it does.

That manifestation can "take off" into a major illness. If the theories of Alex 
Loyd in The Healing Code and Dr. Bruce Lipton in The Biology of Belief are
true, such illnesses began long before any symptoms or problems showed 
up.

If symptoms or issues can take a long time to show up, though it may seem
to happen "overnight," so too healing may take a while to be experienced.

You may not feel anything happening, but underground much healing may 
be taking place. The rhizome system of healing needs to be established 
before the "shoot" of the actual experience of healing becomes apparent.

As you work through prayer and The Healing Codes, much of the inner 
healing will be "underground" in the "rhizome system" of healed memories 
and corrected beliefs. You may have thousands or millions of hidden 
memories that are being healed, that need to be healed, before your 
physical or emotional manifestation changes.

So take heart, persevere in your healing work, and have faith that 
underground, the rhizome system is changing from negative support to 
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positive support. The manifestation that you can see and feel will come 
eventually.

That's why I portray bamboo in my website header. Every time you see any
of my sites, I want you to be reminded that healing, and success, manifest 
like bamboo.

I want you to be reminded to persevere. To have faith. God desires you to 
be healed--but in the deepest way possible. That may take time.

Let it be God's time.

When Jesus healed someone, he almost always said, "Your faith has made
you well." He heals through our faith. It's his power, through our faith. Even 
he sometimes healed in stages, as when he healed the blind man in Mark 
8:21-25. In that healing Jesus didn't just say, "You are healed." He spit on 
the man's eyes and touched him twice; the first time didn't totally heal the 
man. (Side note: Jesus himself used various means of healing.)

Hidden growth. Faith. Process. Time. Remember these when you see 
bamboo.

How to Speed Your Healing

Having just said that it’s good to be patient, there are ways to speed the 
process.

When you have a "heart issue" or even a health issue to heal, it helps 
tremendously to identify how you feel about the issues, and to target that 
for healing rather than the symptom itself.

This is because, according to The Healing Code, the real source of the 
issue is the negative belief or image in the spiritual heart. And that's tied to 
a feeling. You access the source of the issue through the feeling. When 
you can identify and rate the feeling, and especially if you can tie it to 
earlier memories when you felt that way, you speed your healing.

You know how when detectives are trying to find a missing child, they give 
specially trained dogs a piece of the child's clothing to sniff? Once the dogs
get the scent of the child, they are able to quickly find the child, if the child 
is to be found.
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When you identify a feeling and memory connected to your issues, you 
"give your heart the scent" so it can find and heal the source of your issue 
quicker.

Don't fret, though, if you can't identify a feeling or memory. Some of us are 
so out of touch with our hearts that finding earlier memories or accessing 
feelings is difficult. Healing will still happen, and as it does, you will become
more open and adept at this process. (A Healing Codes Practitioner can 
also help you find these memories.) Just keep at it. Finding and healing 
heart issues is a learned skill.

One of the unexpected gifts of The Healing Codes for me, my mom, and so
many of my clients is that we connect again with our memories. When I 
began, I had few conscious memories of my childhood. My mother 
experienced the same thing. (That had to do with the Childhood Emotional 
Neglect I mentioned last time.)

After a while, however, memories came back. Often they came fully 
healed--no emotional charge! God is giving us back the pieces of our lives 
that were lost. What a joy!

The Paradox of Healing

There is a paradox that happens concerning healing: the more you want it, 
the more elusive it becomes. 

The best way to heal quickly is to first commit to and then surrender to the 
process, however long it takes. Don’t focus on the results so much as 
allowing healing to take place. This is a process of allowing, not trying.

So we allow memories to come up as they will. We don’t force it. The 
memories that do come up no doubt have lots and lots of unconscious 
memories attached that are also healing without you knowing it.

One client with ALS has an amazing attitude. When I asked her how she 
feels about having the condition, she said, “Curious.” She was mostly 
curious about how it would play out.

Wow! That is an unusual and absolutely amazing attitude to have. 
“Curious” certainly is an allowing kind of attitude.
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And, I found out from a neurotheologian, Dr. Jim Wilder, that curiosity and 
fear/anxiety run on the same “track” in the brain. So, you can’t be in 
curiosity and fear at the same time! You can switch OFF fear by getting 
curious! Isn’t that great? (I wrote more about that here.)

8 Reasons Healing Doesn’t Appear to Happen

Most people get wonderful results when they use The Healing Code 
consistently. (Just read the Amazon reviews of the book to confirm this, or 
read testimonials of my clients to see what's possible.)

However, some people do not see the results they desire, especially if it's a
physical issue they're wanting to heal. Here are a few reasons why people 
may not get the results they seek.

If you're not healing the way you want with The Healing Code, one or more 
of these could be at work.

1. Too much added to your “stress barrel” for you to process.

One such thing can be “conscious conflict.” Being honest with just yourself, 
is there anything in your life that you do or don't do on a regular basis that 
violates your value system? It can be a big or a little thing. Whatever it is, it 
is a stress that is regularly being added to your load.

It could be also something you aren't aware of that is nevertheless adding 
some sort of stress to your life. For instance, you may have an unknown 
food allergy or intolerance. Many people have food intolerances, for 
instance to gluten, that is unknown yet is wreaking havoc with their bodies. 
I did an interview with the author of The Gluten Effect that opened my eyes 
to the far-reaching physical effects such an intolerance can have. Just by 
eating, you may be adding physiological stress that is challenging your 
immune system and preventing you from healing.

If you have the trait that around 20% of the population were born with, High
Sensitivity, you will automatically be taking in much more information, and 
processing it more deeply, than those who don’t have this trait. Highly 
Sensitive People (HSP) have a very different nervouse system than the 
other 80% of the population. Understanding this trait and learning to live 
happily with it has been a game changer for me and the other Highly 
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Sensitive People I work with. (Sign up here to take the HS quiz and learn 
more about how to live happily as an HSP.)

In any case, if you are adding to the stress barrel as quickly as you are 
taking out stress with The Healing Codes, your progress will be slow to 
none.

2. Self-sabotage: some hidden memory, underlying program, especially if 
it's a significance or security issue. These are what you clear with The 
Healing Codes. Sometimes there may be a generational, in utero memory, 
or birth trauma that needs to be cleared. This is where coaching can be 
especially helpful. A Healing Codes Practitioner can test whether there is a 
hidden memory like this that needs to be healed.

3. Unknown physical issue your immune system is prioritizing. You 
may have a more serious issue in your life that you don't know about or are
not considering. For instance, a client who had acid reflux and was working
on that was not getting better for several months. When he went in for an 
MRI, it was discovered he had cancer.

Dr. Ben Johnson lectured that The Healing Code takes the handcuffs off 
the immune system, which is extremely intelligent. The immune system will 
prioritize the thing that is most life-threatening. Maybe a CT scan wouldn't 
show it yet (cancer, for instance, can take 10 years to develop). Your 
physical issue your immune system is fighting may not be to the point that it
shows up on any test yet, but your immune system knows it's fighting it and
will give it priority, over something like the acid reflux you're so desperate to
heal.

4. You're not doing the process enough. Dr. Ben did custom Healing 
Codes for 30 minutes to 3 hours daily over 3-4 months before his ALS 
symptoms disappeared. If you have a serious issue, you may well need to 
step up how often and for how long you do your Healing Code. (My Healing
Intensive Program is designed for such a situation; we meet weekly and 
use other tools along with The Healing Codes to speed and enhance the 
healing.)

5. Focusing too much on the physical. This brings healing down to a 
crawl, according to Alex Loyd. Focus on how you feel about the physical 
and the memories attached to the feelings. Remember, The Healing Code 
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works to heal only the issues of the heart. It never works directly on any 
physical problem, only on the underlying heart issues that cause stress that
then causes things to break down in the body.

6. It's working, but it hasn't manifested yet. Remember that your heart 
issues took decades to develop. Many heart issues may need to heal 
before the physical manifestation is apparent. The physical always shows 
up last. Remember my     bamboo analogy   about how heart issues form, and 
how they heal.

7. The Providence of God. God may allow sickness in order to bring us to 
him. God does not look on sickness and illness the way we do. His goal is 
our highest good, which is to know and trust him, and he doesn't mind 
letting us endure a little sickness if it brings us to the end of ourselves and 
turns us to him. God has much to give us, but his perspective is different 
from ours. Once he (and only he) is our all, then we can experience all he 
has for us. You know you're not "there" yet (where you can be healed) if 
you're angry at God and can't accept his timetable.

This is one of the toughest aspects of the spiritual life, but there's no way 
around it. God wants all of us, and that means letting him have his way. 
God is quite willing to sacrifice the temporal (physical things) for the 
spiritual (eternal things). When we gain this perspective, too, 
EVERYTHING looks different.

8. Your environment is more toxic than your immune system can 
handle. We live in an extremely toxic environment, with GMOs affecting 
our food, air and water; vaccine adjuvants introducing heavy metals and 
other toxins into our bodies; the microbiome being systematically destroyed
by glyphosate and other chemicals, electromagnetic frequencies (EMF), 
etc.

Along with removing the toxic memories, do whatever you can to eliminate 
the toxins in your environment. Eat only organic, non-GMO food. Grow your
own when you can. Check your supplements; are they synthetic, are they 
based on real plants? It’s unfortunate that nowadays we need to be very 
educated and intentional about these things, but if we don’t eat real food, if 
we are continually exposed to toxins, we can still overwhelm our immune 
system no matter how many Healing Codes we do.
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The bottom line is: It’s all about the immune system. It’s about doing what 
we can to remove the toxins (emotional, spiritual, physical) and bolster our 
body’s own ability to heal itself. 

So if you're not healing the way you had hoped, get quiet and honest with 
yourself. If there is conscious conflict or self-sabotage, begin praying for 
God's power and work with The Healing Code to address it. 

If you’re Highly Sensitive and often in overload (I was all of my life, until I 
understood what was going on), learn all you can about the trait and how to
thrive with it.

If you've not been doing a Healing Code at least 2 times a day, step up the 
frequency and duration.

If you know there's no conscious conflict, self-sabotage, overload, and 
you're doing the Codes regularly, practice patience and faith that healing is 
happening. Remember bamboo! Focus on the spiritual, on strengthening 
your faith in God (which I define as proceeding as if everything God says is 
the truest reality). Stay open to anything God may want to teach you and 
focused on spiritual priorities (love and truth).

Another thing I like to do is ask God to shine his light on whatever it is I 
need to know to heal. When I prayed this way, God led me to an 
awareness of some of the physical toxins in my environment. This is one of
my favorite prayers, and I think it’s one of God’s favorite prayers to answer!
It’s exciting, because I never know how he will answer, but I always 
recognize when he does.

If you have done all these things, then for sure coaching would be in order. 
There may be other spiritual-based issues I'd rather discuss in a coaching 
session, where I can test whether another possibility is the cause.

Ways to Track Changes

Another thing to consider when it appears healing isn’t happening is that 
often we don't perceive changes in ourselves that other people do. I notice 
changes in my clients that they don't see. 

Ask close friends and family members if they notice any difference in you.
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One of the tools I give my clients is a Personal Tracking Form where they 
can record the issues they're working on, including the rating. 

I encourage you to keep a journal. There is something called "Healing 
Codes amnesia" where, once a memory or issue is healed, it's so 
completely healed that you don't even remember you had it. You may feel, 
"I'm not healing." But if you look at the memories or issues that were once a
10 yet now you can barely remember them, it will encourage you that you 
are healing.

Remember, The Healing Code heals only one thing--heart issues.

You might also want to get a medical checkup. It is very common for 
medical tests to show great improvements in health even if the client does 
not feel anything has happened. Sometimes healing is so gradual, you do 
not notice. As mentioned, often other people notice changes before we do.

I believe that healing always happens with The Healing Codes. We may or 
may not be aware of the changes. The Healing Codes remove stress from 
the body, and stress is what causes 80-98 percent (depending on your 
source) of all issues.

If you're feeling impatient or discouraged about your progress, that is the 
very thing that you need to work on healing! It may well be the very thing 
that's impeding your healing. Impatience is connected with the body's 
immune system--the very system you need to "turn on" to heal your body.

Use The Healing Code to work on anything that you feel about your 
apparent lack of results, and you will continue to heal. Your heart issues 
will heal. The only sure way The Healing Code will not work for you is to 
never do it. Then it can't be a matter of The Healing Code failing you, can 
it?

As Alex Loyd and Ben Johnson challenge at the end of the book, "Prove us
wrong!" Do The Healing Code consistently, honestly, and truly (focusing on 
your heart issues), and your heart issues will heal, even if your body does 
not.

None of us will live forever, physically. But even if the body doesn't heal, 
the heart can be at peace. And isn't that what we really want after all? To 
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be filled with love, joy, and peace in any circumstance is to have your heart 
issues healed. That is the true goal.

Signs of Healing (You Might Easily Overlook)

My mother first started doing Healing Codes to heal a mysterious skin 
itching for which she could find no relief, despite the several kinds of 
doctors she consulted over a period of 18 months. The itching would start 
at the same time every day, last through the night, then go away. After a 
few months of doing Healing Codes (custom from me, of course), the 
itching subsided.

Healing came gradually. First the itching wasn't quite so strong. Then, it 
would start later and end earlier. One day she realized she hadn't felt the 
itching for some time.

Sometimes healing is so gradual, you don't notice it until one day it hits 
you: "Hey, that problem is gone!" It's kind of a strange thing, but some 
kinds of healing do happen in this slow and gentle way.

Another signpost of my mom's healing that I noticed but she didn't connect 
to the Healing Codes right away, is what was happening with her Scrabble 
games.

Every Saturday, my mom got together with her sister to play Scrabble. After
Mom had been doing her Healing Codes for some time, she remarked to 
me, "My sister doesn't like playing Scrabble with me anymore."

"Why not?" I asked.

"I'm always winning, and that makes her angry," Mom said.

What was happening was, my mom felt relaxed and at peace, so she was 
able to remember words and make connections with the letters. Her goal 
was to enjoy the game and her sister's company.

My aunt's goal, however, was to win. From what my mom told me, I 
suspect my mom's winning "triggered" all kinds of 
subconscious/unconscious memories that put my aunt into "stress mode."  
Alex Loyd has said many times that stress "dumbs you down." My aunt was
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not winning because she was stressed by all the hidden painful memories 
that were silently sending out stress signals and clouding her brain from 
thinking clearly.

And the more she didn't win (her main goal), the more stress she felt. She 
was not enjoying the game herself, and her snide remarks began to spoil 
the game for my mother as well.

Perhaps you can see from these true-life examples how The Healing 
Codes can work to heal physical, emotional, and relational issues. My 
mom's itching problem was, I believe, emotional in nature. The itching 
would start at 4pm, the same time she had to put my father on the C-pap 
machine for his emphysema. He hated it, felt like it was torture, and that 
was a very stressful memory for her. The memory manifested in the skin 
itching. As that memory healed, the itching stopped.

Also, she was successful at Scrabble because she was not stressed about 
the outcome. Underlying memories concerning her sister and things like 
winning had been healed. Mom was primed to do her best at Scrabble, and
to enjoy being with her sister. Success and relationship.

Her sister, agitated by unhealed memories that perhaps had to do with 
needing to win, focused on the winning. Stress interfered with her ability to 
make words out of letters. Stress also made her irritable with my mother, 
spoiling the relational joy they could have shared.

Healing the stress of underlying memories can lead to different signs of 
healing than you expect. Maybe your physical issue isn't clearing as quickly
as you'd like, but look for other signs of healing, such as more ability to 
concentrate, or a more forgiving and tolerant attitude toward others. Look 
for a new ability, perhaps, to focus on process and relationship rather than 
results. Such signs of healing can be subtle, but are important markers to 
bigger things ahead.

Like maybe winning a Scrabble championship?

If You Ever Need More Help . . . 

Whether you need to be supported, have questions, or would love to give a
testimonial, my contact information is listed below. Note that the best way 
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to reach me is email, as I’m on the phone with clients a lot!

Diane Eble

630-394-3591

 (Note: this is not a cell number, so if you text to it, I won’t get the
message.)

diane@healingcodescoaching.com 

www.healingcodescoaching.com and  www.healingheartissues.com

0S430 Jefferson St., Winfield, IL 60190

NEXT LESSON:

FAQ about The Healing Codes
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About the Author

Before learning about The Healing Codes, Diane Eble 
was involved for 35 years in the publishing industry as 
an editor (magazines, fiction and nonfiction books, 
including the international best-seller, The Healing 
Code by Dr. Alexander Loyd with Dr. Ben Johnson), 
and author (11 published books, more than 350 
articles). As a result of working with Dr. Loyd on The 
Healing Code, and after her own dramatic healing of a 
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